A CA MODEL FOR DOCUMENTS VISUAL CLUSTERING
In the following, the n documents (or data) to be clustered are denoted by d1, ..., dn and Sim(i, j) ∈ [0, 1] denotes the similarity between two documents di and dj. We have considered a 2D CA where the N Cell cells are structured on a squared grid.
The set of possible cells states is equal to S = {empty, d1, ..., dn}. In other words, each cell will be either empty or may contain one (and only one) document or data. At each simulation step, the states of cells will be possibly modified according to local transition rules which will aim at letting similar states (documents) appear at close locations on the grid. The size of the grid has been empirically determined as in [3] and is computed with the function N = E( √ 3n)+1. This size is supposed to give enough space (N 2 cells but n data only) to the spatial organization of the clusters. The size of the neighbourhood V (cij) is the edge v of the square centered on each cell and is empirically determined by the following formula: v = E(N/10) + 1. Firstly, the local rules for an empty cell Cij are:
• R1 : If Cij is isolated, Then (with probability
d k is either a randomly selected document of L (with probability P = 0.032), or (with probability 1 − P ) the document of L which is the most similar to Cij neighborhood, (and provided that, in both cases,
For a cell Cij that contains a document d k (i.e. Cij(t) = d k ), the transition rules are the following:
• R3 : If Cij is isolated, Then Cij(t + 1) ← empty with a probability
• R4 :
In all other cases, the cell state remains unchanged (Cij(t+1) ← Cij(t)). The values of P and P ′ thresholds have been obtained experimentally.
In order to apply these rules to cells and in order to avoid conflicts when assigning on the grid the data of L, we have considered that one cell will evolve at a time (sequential evolution of the CA). A permutation of the N 2 cells is randomly generated at the beginning of the algorithm.
In the rules, we mention a threshold T hreshold(t) which evolves over the simulation steps t. This threshold is initialized to the maximum similarity value observed in the data set, and then slowly decreases through the run to the lowest similarity. Initially, the documents located close to each others on the grid are thus very similar to each others, thus forming highly similar "seeds" for the future clusters.
RESULTS
We have applied our algorithm on textual databases. In this case, the similarity measure is computed with specific algorithms (cosinus and tf-idf scheme [5] ).
We present in table 1 the obtained results with a comparison with ascending hierarchical clustering. The performances from a clustering point of view are encouraging.
From the grid previously generated by CA algorithm, we have construct a " browsable " map: the 2D positions of the documents are respected and the grid is converted into an HTML table. Each cell of the table contains one document and is annotated using the beginning of the document's title. Then, with JavaScript commands, we may add interactions to the map. Clicking on a cell opens the corresponding document. Zooming the map is possible directly with the browser using the mouse wheel. The resulting map thus represents the similarities between documents, the title of documents and the possibility to zoom and open documents. It is possible to visually evaluate the size of clusters, and also to perform an information retrieval task by exploring the set of documents by their content. Figure 1 present a complete map generated from the Antsearch database. Generating the keywords is very simple (and fast) but gives a basic explanation about the clusters. The beginnings of titles are complementary to each others and provide a good idea of the topic a given area of the map deals with. When one observes the titles, one may notice that these titles have many significant keywords in common. A simple and straightforward extension of this work would consist in extracting the keywords commonly found in every group of 9 cells (the considered cell to be annotated and its 8 neighboors) and to use these keywords for annotation.
CONCLUSION
We have presented in this paper a new algorithm for visual clustering which makes use of cellular automata. We have experimentally shown that this algorithm is able to cluster in a relevant way textual databases. The main limitations of our method is the annotation of cells which is very simple, we propose to use a semantic zooming which establishes several hierarchical levels in the map: starting from the initial grid, one may easily group together the cells (by groups of 3 × 3 cells) and thus make several levels in the visualization. The annotations provided at an upper level could be derived from the previous lower level. This semantic zoom would allow the user to keep a good perception of the global context of the map. Finally, as far as visualization is concerned, we could represent each document using visual attributes that are more informative than a colored cell: one could use for instance thumbnail 
